
Adhesives for Aseptic Packaging



Product Application Special  
Features

Colour   

BAMFutura 43VE Straw attachment
/ packaging

Vegan safe. *Available 
with BRCGS. Water white

BAMFutura 51 Straw attachment 
/ packaging

Excellent versatility.
*
Available with BRCGS.

 Water white 

BAMFutura 55OB Cap fixing Optical brightener 
technology Water white

Hot Melts for Aseptic Packaging

Adhesive Grades
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Adhesives are used to locate 
and hold the cap in position 
and to allow the carton to be 
opened.

Cap Fixing

Adhesives bond the straw 
wrapper to the polyethylene 
coated carton board.

Straw Attachments

Carton, case sealing and 
tray erection are standard 
applications used to transport, 
store and present products.

Packaging

Cap it with our 
Advanced Adhesives

Food and drink companies across the globe keep aseptic packaging safe and secure 
with our range of cap fixing, straw attachment, and packaging hot melt adhesives.

Uniquely formulated to provide excellent pot stability and clean running performance, 
our adhesives help to reduce operating costs by increasing production uptime, lowering 
maintenance costs, and reducing material waste. 

And because container integrity is paramount, our adhesives are specifically designed to 
provide a high-strength bond, at both cold and warm temperatures, ensuring products pass safely 
through the distribution chain without spilling a drop!

Our latest innovation, BAMFutura™ 55OB is a cap fixing glue that will fluoresce when exposed 
to UV light, further enhancing product assurance and productivity. It is joined by another recent 
development, BAMFutura 43VE a vegan safe grade that meets the growing demand for eco-friendly 
products. 

Available with BRCGS* food approvals, customers can rely on our adhesives to keep their products 
safe and their brand reputation intact.

Aseptic Hot Melt Adhesive Applications
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